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T was Flanders and Swann, the British comedy duo

of the 1950s and 1960s, who penned The
Hippopotamus Song featuring the iconic line “mud,

mud glorious mud”. Catchy it may be, but it doesn’t

half grate when it goes round and round in your head

as you wait for Mark Johnston to saddle the winner which

will break the record of 235 domestic winners in a year by a

British trainer.

When it finally happened, after many of the 30-or-so

runners before it had sunk in the mud, it was nearly perfect.

Nearly, only because the polytrack of Kempton Park on a

rather bleak Monday night wouldn’t have been everyone’s

choice to celebrate such a fantastic feat.

However, when the two-year-old Bavardages turned away

challenge after challenge to win a seven-furlong nursery on

October 28, it actually was perfect that Joe Fanning was in

the plate, and equally fitting that the son of Dream Ahead

carried the blue and green livery of the trainer’s Kingsley

Park racing club.

On the trainer’s Wikipedia page, you will find the

following description: “Johnston’s horses are known for
their front-running style and bravery in a finish.” Reading

this immediately took me back to those discussions we used

to have in the media about the stable’s horses. 

Are they really more courageous animals in general than

those of other yards, we used to argue? Do they really find

extra when challenged, we used to debate?

(To reprise the solution explained by the trainer himself:

there are reasons why this might appear to be the case, but

the truth is that all a trainer and rider need to do is focus on

their horse running evenly, and always when it is the best

horse – and sometimes when it is not – other horses will

crack late on as they try to make a prolonged, less efficient

effort to pass it.)

Conventional

The truth about tactics is moot because the motif that

Johnston-trained runners embody the trainer’s studied

approach, work ethic and “Always Trying” mantra seems to

tie in with the way the horses run. This is so perfect that the

idea that Johnston horses are empowered by courage is too

seductive to resist.

It might be true in some cases, but in general it is

magical thinking. Can you imagine if, when Mark started,

his stated plan was “to train horses who have more courage

than others and to outbattle my rivals”. That would be

ethereal nonsense. Instead, he realised that conventional

approaches to tactics – front-running was “doing it the hard

way” for instance – could be improved upon, and that a

significant competitive edge could be obtained by applying

more scientific thinking.

My point here is that when people say that the trainer’s

approach to things such as  tactics and buying horses is to

“keep it simple” they should realise that a successful

strategy only looks this way if you can take a highly
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complex event such as a race and realise how to beat it.

Most people cannot, so they fall back on received wisdom

or established practices – and often confuse themselves with

ideas that shift back and forth over time.

Neither is it simple to execute the stable’s tactics. There is

nothing simple about what Fanning or Franny Norton or

Silvestre de Sousa do out there. They don’t bang a horse out

in front like a robot and keep urging it; they use a set of

highly developed senses and brilliant physical skills to

judge where

even pace

should land you,

then regulate the

horse’s effort the

best they can.

When

Bavardages (I

wondered if the

name was an in-

joke: it

translates from

French, I think,

as

“Bletherings”)

passed the post at Kempton, I noticed on the corner of the

screen that attending the horse into the winner’s enclosure

were Lionel and Lorna Beecroft who were also in the

winning syndicate when Poet’s Society broke another record

and became winner number 4,194 that day at York last

August. 

That reminded me that really smart people like Lionel

take extra pleasure in the stable’s success partly because

they also buy into the value of thinking. (Subsequent to a

highly successful business career, Lionel wrote a damn fine

book for the smart neophyte to the sport called ‘Unravelling

Racing’.)

Whatever the final total of winners achieved by the stable

in this calendar year, I would not bet a penny that it will

stand for very long. I think the stable itself will soon beat it,

and I say this because the most unbeatable records tend to

come about after a collision of factors which are highly

unlikely to coincide. 

This isn’t the case here. I think the record came about as

merely the extension of a steady trend. I know from

receiving emails from yard manager Andrew Bottomley, for

instance, of the thirst for improvement that exists among the

FINALLY FELL

yard’s staff. And nobody underestimates how having Charlie

Johnston around permanently as the trainer’s assistant has

helped things.

In the sales ring, Mark’s rational approach will continue

to garner another edge. You only have to read a sales report

and underline some of the reasoning given for the purchase

of horses by others to know this will be the case.

It is often said in sport that the mark of a record is the

difficulty of eclipsing it in future. That is valid in many

settings, but it

doesn’t always

fit. Sergey

Bubka, the

Russian pole

vaulter, for

instance,

shrewdly

eclipsed his own

mark by a few

centimetres at a

time, but nobody

else had a prayer

of beating it.    

Instead, a

better measure of this record is that nobody is in the least bit

surprised that the stable did it. In fact, this tends to lead to a

lesser reaction to its accomplishment than might be the case

in the media. After all, many think there is no urgency to

express amazement when another record is probably coming

soon.

This, of course, all goes with the territory of being

established as a nonpareil. “Did you see Sergey Bubka last

night?” I once asked a school friend. “He jumped six

metres. Can you imagine that?” 

“So what?” he replied. “I went to the pictures.” 

My friend was right to be nonplussed: over the next 10

years, Bubka broke the record 12 more times – extending it

to 6m 14cm. 

To the end of September, the annual rainfall total for 2019

was the seventh highest since 1988, according to the Met

Office. It has been a much wetter than average year,

whereas three of the driest years in the same period were

2011, 2013 and 2014. 

It’s a long-standing trend that drier conditions favour the

stable’s runners. It’s been a brilliant year, but I would not

bet against the bar being raised still further in future.
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